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Read and Complete



The Sun is the star at the center of the
Solar System. It i_  seen i_  the s_ _  and gi_  
_ _ light t_  the Earth. When t_ _  Sun i_  in t_
_  sky, it i_  day. When t_ _  Sun i_  not i_  the
s_ _, i_  is ni_ _ _. The planets, including
Earth, go around it.
Minneapolis is a city in Minnesota. It i_ 
 next t_  St. Paul, Minnesota. St. Paul and
Minneapolis are cal_ _ _  the Twin Cities
bec_ _ _ _  they a_ _  right ne_ _  to ea_ _ 
 other. Minneapolis i_  the big_ _ _ _  city i_ 
 Minnesota wi_ _  about 370,000 people.
People w_ _  live he_ _  enjoy t_ _  lakes,
parks, and ri_ _ _. The Mississippi River
runs through the city.
Birds are found on every continent of the
world. Birds o_ different ty_ _ _  can li_ _  in
free_ _ _ _  cold enviro_ _ _ _ _ _, a_ _  others
c_ _  live i_  hot des_ _ _ _. Birds live in
forests, in grasslands, on cliff faces, in
river banks, on stony sea shores, down
mine shafts and on the roofs of houses.

1.

2.

3.



Is, in, sky, gives, to, the, in, the, is, the, is, in, sky,
it, night. 
Is, to, called, because, are, next, each, is, biggest,
in, with, who, here, the, river. 
Of, types, live, freezing, environments, and, can,
in, deserts.

Answers
 

1.

2.

3.



Humpback whales can live up to 45 years.
They mig_ _ _ _  between t_ _  places th_  _ 
 feed i_  the win_ _ _  and t_ _  places th_ _ 
 give bi_ _ _  in t_ _  summer. They usually
live alone.
The novel was called The Sun Also Rises. It
i_  about yo_ _ _  Americans i_  Europe af_ _
_  World War One. The w_ _  had dest _ _ _ _
_  their dre_ _ _  and h_ _  given th_ _ 
 nothing t_  replace th_ _ _  dreams. The
writer Gertrude Stein later called these
people members of “The Lost
Generation.”
Physical exercise is recommended for the
management of mild depression and has a
moderate eff_ _ _  on symp_ _ _ _. It i_ 
 equivalent t_  the u_ _  of medic_ _ _ _ _ _ 
 or psycho_ _ _ _ _ _ _ therapies f_ _ most
peo_ _ _. In older people, it does appear to
decrease depression.

1.

2.

3.



migrate, the, they, in, winter, the, they, birth, the.
Is, young, in, after, war, destroyed, dreams, had,
them, to, those.
Effect, symptoms, is, to, medications,
psychological, for, people.

Answers
 

1.
2.

3.



In 1996 Canberra was the first city in the
world to set a vis_ _ _  of n_  waste b_  2010.
The stra_ _ _ _  aimed t_  achieve a waste-free
soc_ _ _ _  by 2010, thr_ _ _ _  the comb_ _ _ _ 
 efforts o_  industry, government, and comm_
_ _ _ _. By early 2010, it was apparent that the
ACT Government initiative had failed.
Electrical engineering has many
subdisciplines, the most popular of which are
listed be_ _ _. Although th_ _ _  are elect_ _ _ _ _  
engineers w_ _  focus exclu_ _ _ _ _ _  on o_ _  of
th_ _ _  subdisciplines, many de_ _  with a
combination o_ them. Sometimes certain
fields, such as electronic engineering and
computer engineering, are considered
separate disciplines in their own right.
The orchestral score of the opera was
published in late 1899 by Casa Ricordi. In
cont_ _ _ _  to h_ _  other ope_ _ _, Puccini
appeared t_  be sati_ _ _ _ _  with h_ _  initial sc_
_ _, wh_ _ _  remained relat_ _ _ _ _  unchanged
i_  the 1909 edition prep_ _ _ _  by Osbourne
McConachy. An unamended edition was
published by Dover Press in 1991.

1.

2.

3.



Vision, no, by, strategy, to, society, through,
combined, community.
below, there, electrical, who, exclusively, one,
these, deal.
Contrast, his, operas, to, satisfied, his, score,
which, relatively, in, prepared. 

Answers
 

1.

2.

3.



READ AND SELECT



givess thesed wait wants tooking watching

bookcase waines anss watteen somether answers

walks dresson nineteen thirt watel waiting

birthday same hobar from cook well

docuse red done wanture wattered likes

fourteen some thirther back girls table

golf coken pirect bookshelf quiz funny

hoken lost dober evelony readly road

mark bicycle nevelor putend efend keyboard



Answers
 

A. answers, bookcase, nineteen, wait, waiting, walks,       
      wants, watching
B. back, birthday, cook, done, fourteen, from, girls,
     likes, red, same, some, table, well
C. bicycle, bookshelf, funny, golf, keyboard, lost,
     mark, quiz, road



pipe click allows silk despite scientific

besides shot enking pose smulde reoling

bucket prinanter countryside amount talent kidly

swave formanly hobbian retime frame missivery

jealon varie fancially registration useral incide

chender disabled sharp leaviduant spility listener

wipe faint breathly educational phase calmly

candidate functional couright investigation outspect jeap

layer rivition bease evidently overtake string



Answers
 

A. allows, amount, besides, bucket, click,
     countryside, despite, pipe, pose, scientific, shot,
     silk, talent
B. disabled, frame, listener, registration, sharp
C. calmly, candidate, educational, evidently, faint,
     functional, investigation, layer, overtake, phase,
     string, wipe



converty tumpine violate grumpy loadine appliance

trovern redictor assumption troughtle leuts scramaging

authentic fanary spacking misinform compolity thrive

nest vivality crapil totalitarian remorse regrain

outles merout feasured underway interpt strategically

venious relia consea complimentary drair scattered

dismay riticity eliment consection explicit tenderness

carculous astronomy frait coherent mediocrity rigulate

hypocrisy negligible forial nostalgia detrimental traumatic



Answers
 

A. appliance, assumption, authentic, grumpy,
     misinform, thrive, violate
B. complimentary, nest, remorse, scattered,
     strategically, totalitarian, underway
C. astronomy, coherent, detrimental, dismay,
     explicit, hypocrisy, mediocrity, negligible,
     nostalgia, tenderness, traumatic



Listen and Select
 



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Word 4 Word 5 Word 6

Word 7 Word 8 Word 9

Listen to Audio 1

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Word 4 Word 5 Word 6

Word 7 Word 8 Word 9

Listen to Audio 2

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Word 4 Word 5 Word 6

Word 7 Word 8 Word 9

Listen to Audio 3

https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=audiovocab&level=1&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=audiovocab&level=1&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=audiovocab&level=1&question=c


often (WORD 1), paper (WORD 2), world (WORD 3),
bath (WORD 4), before (WORD 5), and (WORD 8)
lost (2), carpet (5), again (7)
paper (WORD 1), world (WORD 2), winter (WORD
3), before (WORD 4), and (WORD 9)

Answers
 

1.

2.
3.



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Word 4 Word 5 Word 6

Word 7 Word 8 Word 9

Listen to Audio 1

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Word 4 Word 5 Word 6

Word 7 Word 8 Word 9

Listen to Audio 2

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Word 4 Word 5 Word 6

Word 7 Word 8 Word 9

Listen to Audio 3

https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=audiovocab&level=2&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=audiovocab&level=2&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=audiovocab&level=2&question=c


facility (WORD 3), influence (WORD 6), inspire
(WORD 7), parachute (WORD 8), insurance (WORD
9)
instructor (WORD 2), election (WORD 3), refund
(WORD 5), optional (WORD 6), chart (WORD 7),
shell (WORD 8)
economist (WORD 2), encouraging (WORD 6),
bookmark (WORD 8), 

Answers
 

1.

2.

3.



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Word 4 Word 5 Word 6

Word 7 Word 8 Word 9

Listen to Audio 1

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Word 4 Word 5 Word 6

Word 7 Word 8 Word 9

Listen to Audio 2

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Word 4 Word 5 Word 6

Word 7 Word 8 Word 9

Listen to Audio 3

https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=audiovocab&level=3&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=audiovocab&level=3&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=audiovocab&level=3&question=c


suspense (WORD 1), portrait (WORD 5), formula
(WORD 6), discriminate (WORD 7),
pinpoint (WORD 5), shutter (WORD 7), retailer
(WORD 8), intellect (WORD 9)
legislation (WORD 2), vandalism (WORD 6),
massacre (WORD 7), rally (WORD 8), solitary
(WORD 9)

Answers
 

1.

2.

3.



Listen and Type
 



Listen to Audio 1

Listen to Audio 2

Listen to Audio 3

Listen to Audio 4

Listen to Audio 5

Listen to Audio 6

Listen to Audio 7

Listen to Audio 8

Listen to Audio 9

https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=1&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=1&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=1&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=1&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=1&question=c
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=1&question=c
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=2&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=2&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=2&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=2&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=2&question=c
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=2&question=c
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=3&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=3&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=3&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=3&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=3&question=c
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=listening&level=3&question=c


. Is she reading a book? Yes, she is.
Does she work in this city?
My friend wrote another book.
We have never spoken about work.
This task takes approximately 3 hours.
The company employs people throughout the
world.
Finally, the results of this investigation were
published in a scientific magazine.
Even without seeing you, I would have recognized
you by the sound of your voice.
They will have tried to talk to you by the time the
story has published.

Answers
 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.



Read Aloud



Do you like my car, yes or no?
We do not have class today.
He does not want to do anything.
She works at the laboratory.
My friends said they would wait for
me at the airport.
I am certain that the professor will
find at least one error.
I don’t know what the future will
bring or when I will be back.
I will have gone to the movies by the
time you decide what you want to
do.
Mathematical and computer models
are produced, and field research is
done to test the models.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.



Listen to Audio 1

Listen to Audio 2

Listen to Audio 3

Listen to Audio 4

Listen to Audio 5

Listen to Audio 6

Listen to Audio 7

Listen to Audio 8

Listen to Audio 9

Answer

https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=1&question=a&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=1&question=a&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=1&question=b&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=1&question=b&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=1&question=c&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=1&question=c&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=2&question=a&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=2&question=a&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=2&question=b&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=2&question=b&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=2&question=c&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=2&question=c&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=3&question=a&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=3&question=a&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=3&question=b&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=3&question=b&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=3&question=c&voice=female
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=speaking&level=3&question=c&voice=female


Write About the
Photo



1

2

3



Speak About the
Photo



1

2

3



Read, Then Write



Describe a time you were surprised.
What happened?
People have jobs because they need
money to live, but what are some
other important reasons that people
have jobs?
People are never satisfied with what
they have; they always want
something more or different. Do you
agree or disagree? Why? Give
specific reasons for your answer.

1.

2.

3.



Read, Then Speak



Talk about a hobby or activity that you
enjoy doing.
• What is it?
• How long have you been doing it?
• Who do you do it with?
• Why is it important to you?



Talk about a film you saw recently.
• What was it about?
• When did you see it?
• Who was the main character?
• What else do you remember about it?



Talk about a gift that you gave to
someone recently.
• What was it?
• Who did you give it to?
• How did it make you feel? Why did you
give it to this particular person?



Listen, Then Speak



Listen to Audio 1

Listen to Audio 2

Listen to Audio 3

Listen to Audio 4

Listen to Audio 5

Listen to Audio 6

Listen to Audio 7

Listen to Audio 8

Listen to Audio 9

https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=1&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=1&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=1&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=1&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=1&question=c
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=1&question=c
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=2&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=2&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=2&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=2&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=2&question=c
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=2&question=c
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=3&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=3&question=a
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=3&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=3&question=b
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=3&question=c
https://englishtest.duolingo.com/sample-question?type=interview-listen&level=3&question=c


Writing Sample



What is one thing you like about
your personality? How has this
quality helped you succeed or be a
good friend to others? Is this a
quality that everyone should have?
Choose a plant or animal that you
think is interesting. Describe some
of the threats or challenges it faces
and explain how it overcomes those
threats or challenges.
Name a person from history you
admire. Why do you admire that
person? What do you think we can
learn from them?

1.

2.

3.



Speaking Sample



Describe a story that you enjoy. It
can be a book, a movie, a TV show—
any story. What do you like best
about the story? How do you think it
could be better?
Describe the geography of the
country where you currently live.
How does the geography of the
country affect its people and its
culture?
Who is a person you think you have
impacted in your life? What impact
have you had on the person, and
how?

1.

2.

3.



Write About the Photo
Speak About the Photo
Listen, Then Speak
Read, Then Speak
Read, Then Write
Writing Sample
Speaking Sample

There is no "correct"
solution for the questions
listed below. For a better

understanding of how
your answer is assessed
for these tasks, please

refer to HOW THE
QUESTIONS ARE SCORED.

 

https://d23cwzsbkjbm45.cloudfront.net/media/resources/test-taker-guide/DET%20Official%20Guide%20for%20Test%20Takers%20(EN)%202023-02-23.pdf#page=33&zoom=100,58,116


Thank You!
 

Good Luck For
Your Exam


